
The Grizzly and Wolf Discovery Center in West Yellowstone, MT

The Grizzly & Wolf Discovery Center is an AZA accredited Not-for-Profit, wildlife park and 
educational facility. The Center offers every visitor to Yellowstone a chance to uniquely 
experience the world of grizzly bears and gray wolves. All the animals at the Grizzly & Wolf 
Discover Center are unable to survive in the wild and serve as ambassadors for their wild 
counterparts.

Visit the Animals Year Round! We are open 365 days from 8:30 am to 7 pm.

Ticket Prices
Adults (13 and older)—$11.50
Seniors (62+)—$10.75
Children (5–12)—$6.50
Children 4 and under—FREE

Nice Things Our Guests Are Saying

Best Place to Spend a Morning or Afternoon

I can't get enough of this facility. We visited twice during my stay here. Wolves, bears, and 
raptors are already in place, and they are working on an otter exhibit and another bear den. 
All the animals here cannot live in the wild—through injury or other reasons. They live here as 
close to nature as possible, with little handling by the staff.

Sharon P.
Mira Lorna, California

Great!

A great place! We went in late afternoon, and it was not crowded. They're really focused on 
grizzly bears and wolves, but they do have a few other animals. I've never been to a place were 
the wolves are so comfortable; there was no pacing and they even howled during the late 
afternoon! What a great experience! This needs to be on your list if you're visiting 
Yellowstone.

T K
Baltimore, Maryland

A Good Cause Deserves a Visit

I don't usually visit zoos or locations that have animals "locked up". After careful 
consideration and research, I sometimes make an exception. This was such an exception. The 
animals on display, here all had the bad luck to have had close encounters with humans and were 
impossible to maintain in parks such as Yellowstone or Glacier for one reason or another. When 
the choice is killing a beautiful (and often) healthy animal or keeping them alive but in an 
enclosure...I would opt for the latter, sad as it is.

This facility makes sure that keeping them alive is an option. And in their effort, they also 
are able to examine behavior, passing that information on to us, the visitor. All while being a 
not-for-profit-org...

The park is small. Don't expect to spend an entire day here. The adult fee is currently $11.50 
which is not cheap, but animals need food, right? And as I stated, it's a great cause.

Miriam Z
Schagen, The Netherlands


